AIRPORT SECURITY
ThirdEye Systems
making systems smarter
Airports are one of the most critical points and assets of the country and are vulnerable points, as such, they were traditionally a target for high signature attacks. Drones flight into the airport can cause fatal damage and attract a cost of dozens of millions, due the easy use, low cost and accessibility.

**ThirdEye System’s** Meduza autonomous system EO\IR Radar, will protect your airports and skies while giving you real time alert while detecting, monitoring and tracking the objects before reaching the perimeter, Meduza System can be integrated with various measures and existing systems without any interference with frequencies and signals.

**SYSTEM ADVANTAGES:**

- Cost effective
- No man in the loop
- Can be mounted on existing measures and as stand alone
- Drone route display
- DNN Based ATR
- Fast Scanning Capabilities
- Operate in complex environment
- Distinguish between birds and drones
- Can deal with “stealth drone” that are GPS immune and no RF signature
- Complimentary to Standard Radar, in the lower “belt” of clatter where radars fail to detect
- Can detect multiple objects simultaneously
- Can be integrated with soft/hard kill measure